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Day 2

Your Mission/
Vision/Values
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Guides you in the decision-making process

Keeps you from wanting to throw in the towel

It’s just a formal way of writing your why

01 Helps you focus

Why it’s important…
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A mission statement is the aim of your business. A strongly 
felt aim or ambition

Origin is interesting. From mid 16th century. Denotes 
sending of the holy spirit into the world. It’s from the latin 
mittere to send

When writing a mission statement, the simpler the better. 
You’re looking for something that’s going to resonate with 
your following, your devoted fans, your stakeholders if you 
will 

So what is a mission statement:

04 A vision statement is simply a statement that describes 
where you want to be in the future. The definition is the 
ability to think about or plan the future with imagination or 
wisdom. Origins from videre to see 

05
Your value statement consists of your principles or 
standards of behavior. It is your judgment, your 
preferences, your personality
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It also brings confusion and lack of clarity

It’s also easy not to have imagination which leads to lack 
of direction

And if you don’t understand your values you will let clients/
customers walk all over you. You won’t even know what 
kind of customers to pursue and then you won’t be able to 
communicate your value to them!

01 Making a mission statement is another task that business 
owners complicate. Making “high falutin’ statements with 
stilted language does not attract, it repels

Here’s how most business owners struggle…
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Trying to say too much 

Complicating it

Not clear idea of why company exists 

01 Perfectionism 

The reason entrepreneurs have this problem
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Days at Navigators—mission/vision/values 

Discovered my callings and wrote my first mission statement

Mission statement of company has grown as time goes on 
and my focus changes 

My story

04 Had a vision for the company but had doubts about getting there

05 My husband’s client 
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Just take a stab at it! 

Write what comes to your mind 

Test it out on people 

Solution to this problem

04 Ask your followers! 

05 Pray about it. Ask the Holy Spirit to guide you 

06 Have a retreat morning or afternoon 
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Make decisions from where you want to be not from where 
you are  

Think about what you stand for 

What will you do and what won’t you do? 

09 Integrity is important 

10 Look at Jesus to walk on water 
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A direction of where you need to go 

Clear guidelines to help you with the “nightmare” clients 

01 Clarity on the aim of your business, especially in the light of 
the hardships of 2020.

What results can you expect?



Action Step
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Write a paragraph about why you are in business

Refine your vision statement and copy and paste it into 
your Business Planning Workbook 

Refine your value statement and copy and paste it into 
your Business Planning Workbook 

Download Business Planning Workbook

04 The Executive Summary will be written on Day 5 so leave 
that blank. 

05 Resources: Microsoft Office Templates 
How to Prepare and Present a Business Plan
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It gets it in black and white for you! 

Feel accomplished and gain confidence 

01 Most difficult part of business plan 

Why should you do this?

04 Something you can refer to often 

05 Use it for your marketing and Websites 
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You will be more focused

It’s the beginning of a process

What are the results you can expect?

Coming on Day 3:  
Product/Service Description 
Market Analysis 

03 Gives direction for marketing and branding 


